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Slowly  e = 100
SCENE I
[It's after-hours in a dingy wrestling gym. OLD ANDY - wearing a faded T-shirt and 
baggy sweat pants, has long hair uncombed - is pushing a broom. He stops to catch 
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ANDY resumes pushing the broom. He pauses in front of a peeling 
poster from years ago. It's an image of himself as a young wrestler. 
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SCENE 2
Fast, with driving intensity  q = 112
[FLASHBACK] Interior of a B-circuit wrestling arena. Loud bell, fight music, 
small raucous crowd. The RING ANNOUNCER enters the ring and reaches for the 
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(if you have a wrestling/boxing bell,
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[The crowd cheers and shouts}
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Boldly  q = 96
[Cheesy royal fanfare, women scream, THE BARON OF BRAWN enters. 
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[The crowd boos. THE 
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[He covers the 
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[ANDY turns, glances past
ROXANNE to CLARE 
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[THE BARON has ANDY in a head-lock
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[FLASHBACK CONTINUES] The wrestling match is over. ROXANNE and CLARE 
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[The gym. OLD ANDY enters, now clean shaven,
his hair is pulled back in a ponytail.]
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[He moves his old poster to the centre 
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[He stumbles, the exertion has worn him out. He shakes a couple of pills 
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[DANIEL takes a folded
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[PATSY enters the gym]
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[ANDY takes out a couple of pills
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[FLASHBACK] YOUNG ANDY enters carrying travel bags
and switches on a light to reveal a small, shabby apartment. 
CLARE is curled up on the sofa.
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[FLASHBACK CONTINUES] YOUNG ANDY enters a gym,
meets a DRUG SUPPLIER who has a gym-bag filled with 
medicine bottles and pill packs. In the background various people 



















54 Broad and heavy  q = 86
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Faster  q = 96
[The DRUG SUPPLIER reaches in has bag 
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[FLASHBACK] YOUNG ANDY, is taking gear out of his gym locker
and tossing it into a large travel bag. His MANAGER enters.]
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Slow bluesy feel  q. = 48 (e = 144)
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[FLASHBACK] YOUNG ANDY is sprawled in a chair watching a wrestling match 
on television. ROXANNE is furiously tidying. She stops.
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Tell me "Dad", what fig ure
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[DANIEL climbs out of the ring. ANDY suffers a bout of pain.
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[FLASHBACK]The Sanctuary, the interior of a small new-aged shop. 
YOUNG ANDY, has back turned, is injection himself with a hypodermic needle.
He reacts to the drugs, turns, and staggers to a chair.
PERSIMMON enters from behind the curtain that leads to their living space.]
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[The door bursts open and a DRUG DEALER enters the shop.]
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[DRUG DEALER grabs ANDY and hauls him out of the chair.
ANDY can only manags a couple of ineffective swings
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MOM MY! DAD DY!
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[DRUG DEALER grabs PERSIMMON roughly
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[ANDY tries to get up, falls. DRUG DEALER forces PERSIMMON
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[ANDY tries to get up. DRUG DEALER forces PERSIMMON to open till, 
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Urgently  q = 110
[ANDYmanages to stand. 
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